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“Step On The Cross and Your Soul Be Lost”

Religion was neither forced on the slave nor accepted naively. In fact, 
the widespread acceptance of Christ by the enslaved is the biggest 
conversion experience in the history of Christianity after the birth 
and death of Jesus. 

By rights, the enslaved should have rejected the god of the white 
foreign descendants of Europe who created the religious institutions 
surrounding them. The abundant fact that enslaved Africans rejected 
the rejection is out of sync with many standard explanations of 
history. The same type of flawed explanations and assumptions 
plague the understanding of the WPA narratives.

The flaws stem from a world view that never concedes that 
Africans had choices, were aware of choices, and exercised them 
according to their understanding and experiences.

For Africans, religion was not only faith and worship, but a belief 
that rested on results. It was a practice that provided encounters with 
God, revelations that revealed the presence of God, gifts that shined 
light on his glory and observed acts that were daily evidence of his 
way making—a faith engaged with the strength, signs, and mercy of 
his help. 

Behind history's veil, enslaved Africans summoned a steadfast 
source of aid: they encountered a god who stepped out of the 
shadows, out of the property holders' faith to offer a balm for their 
sufferings and sorrows. 

This baffling contradiction bound a foundation renewed in the 
joy of surrender—a mystic ground revealed; a spirit received—by a 
sacrifice to god not the whip—by people living in faith. Their god 
attacked the chains and aporia men put in place. With a faith filled 
with inner resources of spirit, Africans built an inner strength, lifting 
meanings from chaos; methods from clashes and travail. 
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Hate was banished. Replaced by grace not wealth—by gifts; patience, 
pardon; the vision and will to transcend suffering unbroken. 
Life took on the assurance of what Dr. Howard Thurman called “the 
waiting moment.” God was a part of the content of life. 

But the enslaved also knew: “Evrybody talk 'bout Heaven ain't 
gwine dere.” High to low, slavery furnished deception; celebrated its 
cleverness. Property holders and the enslaved mitigated its truth with 
stories, but not so these tales subjugated a common faith.

The enslaved knew God set limits.

One day, massa heard old slave praying by the big oak tree. Praying for 
freedom. Wasn't asking no harm, him just wanted to know what freedom 
like before he die. 

Pleading with God for deliverance. Massa was impressed with the prayer's  
earnestness and decided to play a mean trick on the praying elder. The next 
day, he climbed the tree, and when the elder was deep along in his prayer, he 
answered him.

“Lord,” the elder say, “is that you?”
“Who else!” massa say. “I gonna to set you free.”
“Lord, how so?”
“Come tomorrow; there will be $10 at the root of the tree. Collect it and 

save it for your freedom.”
When the elder came the next day, he found $10. In his prayer, he 

thanked God and reminded God he needed $40 more; massa would sell him 
for $50.

The next day, at the root of the tree, he found $10 more. By the fourth 
day, he had gathered up $40.

As the elder began praying, massa spoke to him again from the tree and 
told him he was going to test his faith. 

“Elder,” he said, “tomorrow, come and bring the whole $40. Put it at the  
root of the tree. The next day when you return, you'll find $50.

The elder stopped praying and looked up. He cocked his head and 
dropped his gaze. 

“Lord, I thanks you kindly for the $40,” he said, “But I'll get the other 
$10 on my own.”
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Folktales companions were the spirituals. Sterling A. Brown, Howard 
University legend, scholar, writer, poet, folklorist wrote:
The spirituals make an anthology of Biblical heroes and tales, from Genesis 
where Adam and Eve are in the Garden, picking up leaves, to John's call in 
the roll in Revelations. There are numerous gaps, of course, and many 
repetitions. Certain figures are seen in an unusual light; Paul, for instance, is  
generally bound in jail with Silas, to the exclusion of the rest of his busy 
career. Favored heroes are Noah, chosen of God to ride down the flood; 
Samson, who tore those buildings down; Joshua, who caused the walls of 
Jericho to fall (when the rams' lambs' sheephorns began to blow); Jonah, 
symbol of hard luck changed at last; and Job, the man of tribulation who 
still would not curse his God. These are victors over odds. 

Along the South Carolina–Georgia coast, prayer, a chief act of faith, 
was offered in Gullah. Harvard and University of Chicago educated, 
Howard University linguist Dr. Lorenzo Dow Turner first studied 
Gullah as a language. In 1932, on St. Helena Island, the heart of soft 
spoken, island Gullah, 73 years after the Civil War, he recorded Ann 
Scott's prayer. Two transcripts of his audio tape follow.

In 1949, Dr. Turner published the first book on Gullah, tabling 
West and Central Africa words and names replicated in America. 
His extensive examples described how African syntax (the grammar, 
usage, and logic) retained forms that crossed the Atlantic. 

Many African languages lack prepositions; in Gullah, they may 
show degree or possession. One usage adapts “for” to show 
possession of a superlative degree of spiritual gifts. A “woman for 
pray” prays —with her gifts by God! Its usage preserved in regional 
dialects, Gullah was indirect, inductive, weighed with elliptical 
choices.

In Gullah, verbs didn't show time through tense. English words 
become new parts of speech: nouns act as verbs, verbs become 
nouns;  expanding meanings, creating new associations: “Light 
hands” for thief. Birds “lodge” rather than “land.” Sun and rain, 
basic to life, lay beyond earth's reach; a sign to “fly away one bright 
morning.” Others saw an act. Africans observed a natural order.
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One such charged word in Ann Scott's prayer changed my own faith. 
Probing Dr. Turner's static and hiss–filled, muffled recording 
conveyed a snippet of prayer. Ingrained in its aural cue, a new 
hallmark of meaning brought forth a personal epiphany. 

Immediately, a sudden insight burst into the reality of God from a 
commonplace word, said in Gullah, in prayer. It spoke to time, place, 
and chance. It flooded through me to set anchor in mercy—and the 
perplexing knowledge that its bounty of burdens made my life better.

Born in Elizabeth City, North Carolina, Dr. Turner's research led 
him to the far corners of the African diaspora, to Brasil; Rio and 
especially Salvador, the center of the vast Brasilian enslaved trade. He 
traveled to the region at the heart of the trade, Africa's Atlantic 
coast, visiting Sierra Leone, Ghana, Togo, Nigeria, Benin. From 
Africa, he brought back more than 8,000 proverbs, 1,600 folk tales, 
countless songs, hours of recordings. 

His pioneering book on Gullah contained references to more 
than 30 Niger–Congo languages; yet his work met with skepticism. 
Despite its importance, meticulous research and documentation of 
field sources, he was never able to publish a second book.

The origins of slavery begin in another world, on a continent of 
mystery, across an ocean whose passages are filled with the bones of 
the dead. Dr. Turner built a word–bridge across those bones. The 
dread of slavery is part of the romance with Africa. The enslaved 
knew grace connected the two without denial or fantasy. They 
trusted God and their own instincts. Mortgaged and sold, they 
transformed the Carolina landscape, hiding what the community 
held in common: a mystic portion of grace, outside of history's logic.

The spirit of Gullah always requires the extra step, the long way 
around; its links fly in all directions to cover tracks and open new 
doors. Gullah changes directions; it breaks convention and sets up a 
new order. It moves in circles and in layers. It hides meaning. It 
borrows and cites. It dips into other histories. It seizes up. It sets up 
tension and manipulates tradition. It opens its arms. 

In the end, it cites plenty of examples for what it implies. It brings 
the message home. 
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Language in enslaved communities shared a treasury of memories, 
insights and experiences crafted, collected, intensively tuned, 
individualized and shared; expanded, cast wide, passed on. The 
creative stories, songs, and prayers were alive, an alternative reality 
that mingled with the demands slavery put on living. 

And they were filled with instructions and demonstrations of how 
to walk the fine edge between the enslaved, in the form of the person 
and community, and slavery, the administered institution and its 
authority, abuses, and personalities.

Gullah was spoken where rice was grown. It was the default language 
of the Allstons, one of the most powerful and influential South 
Carolina planter families from the colonial era through the early 
twentieth century. They were connected by marriage to the 
Pinckneys, whose extended family included a signer of the US 
Constitution, candidates for President and Vice-President, 
ambassadors to England, France, and Spain, senators and governors, 
and a woman who introduced indigo to South Carolina planters, 
becoming the second largest cash crop after rice. 

The Allstons were once removed by marriage from the Brewton 
family which included a wharf owner and one of the largest enslaved 
sales merchants in Charleston before Henry Laurens.

The Allston extended family owned Waverly, Mantanza (later, 
Chicora Woods), and in the nineteenth century, the large family at 
different times counted Bates Hill, Breakwater, Exchange, Hagley, 
Holly Groove, Litchfield, Nightingale Hall (whose award winning 
rice sold at a premium!), Pipe Down (which later became an African-
American community on Sandy Island), Rose Bank (Ditchford), The 
Oaks, Springfield, True Blue, Turkey Hill, Waterford, Woodville, 
among their rice and indigo plantation holdings—along with 
Brookgreen, now the site of America's premier sculptural garden.

The patriarch Robert F. W. Allston, his parents second cousins and 
both Allstons, was born in 1801, graduated West Point in 1821, won 
medals for rice cultivation at the 1855 and1856 Paris Expositions. 
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He served as South Carolina's governor from 1856 to 1858. By 1860, 
he held over 600 enslaved and his combined holdings produced 1.5 
million pounds of rice. His yields and efficiency are among the 
highest on record.

A cousin, Joseph Alston, served as governor from 1812 to 1814. 
Among other kin, Washington Allston, a painter trained at London's 
Royal Academy under Benjamin West, led the Romantic movement 
in American painting. His remains are interred in the “Old Burying 
Ground” at Harvard Square. 

In a letter, Washington Allston offered to sale his inheritance of 
one fifth of his grandmother's 16 enslaved at $100 each, well below 
the estate price of $550 each, with credit on the buyer's terms, to a 
neighboring property owner to keep families together with 
connections between the plantations. He writes to his friend and 
agent, “in fact, I would consider it no sacrifice at all” and “it would 
give me peace.”

Slavery was as absurd as it was cruel. Imagine giving your daughter a 
human being as a wedding present! A “daily gift,”a  servant for life 
who would become a trusted confidant and domestic overseer, was 
common practice in the colonial and antebellum eras. Ninety-seven 
year old Jane Hollins calls it to attention in her WPA narrative:
You know what Daily Gift?—I was Daily Gift—massa give me to Miss 
Margaret, his daughter, when she was married to Mr. Gaillard—I give to 
Miss Margaret—I never was sold." 

Mariah Heywood, born 1855, “Allston labor,” was a bridal present 
to Susan Alston by her father, Duncan Alston of Midway.

In the winter, everyone moved to Charleston. After harvest, the 
ledgers were brimming with payments from London and elsewhere 
and the high social season began. With nightly parties, plays and 
concerts at the Dock Street Theatre, and private and club dinners in 
the homes and at the Society Halls, and magnificent dances, church 
on Sunday at St. Michael's and St. Philip's (where the organ played 
for the coronation of George II was installed). The celebrations 
continued until time to prepare the ground for the spring's planting. 
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Some enslaved made ready for auctions. “The weeping time” was 
America's largest public auction of humans, held in Savannah, in the 
rain, March 1859, to pay gambling debts; the 436 “faces of heavy 
grief,” given a dollar conscience money. The American Anti-Slavery 
Society's Tribute account, written for readers who opposed slavery, 
reflected the era's cultural thinking:
“No mulattoes in the whole lot, a point in favor of the buyers, for too liberal 
an infusion of the blood of the dominant race brings a larger intelligence, a 
more vigorous brain, which, anon, grows restless under the yoke.”   

“In the North, we do not necessarily sell the harness with the horse; why, 
in the South, should the clothes go with the negro?” 

Charleston's enslaved, continued an active worship and religious 
life. St. Philip's had two African–American Sunday school leaders for 
its black congregants. An enslaved fisherman saved St. Philip's from 
fire; granted freedom, his efforts canonized in a poem written 
decades later in Indiana. For 49 years, St. Michael's famous bells 
were pealed by the African–American bell ringer, Washington 
McLean Gadsden, ringing Sunday worship—and the start and end of 
the Civil War. He played afternoon concerts for the city.

An African–American Methodist leader, a cobbler, led the 
founding of the South's oldest African–American Methodist 
Episcopal (AME) church in 1819. A black Methodist member prayed 
for a gravely ill bishop who promptly told his wife he felt better and 3 
days later returned to his duties. Black Methodists protested by letter 
a barn built on top of their family graves. 

St. John Lutheran Church sent the first African–American to 
Lutheran seminary. The same church formed a worship service in 
which whites sat in the balcony and enslaved and free members sat 
below in the sanctuary. The Citadel Square Baptist Church roll had 
more enslaved members than white. A slaveholding Unitarian 
minister helped educate the school teacher, first African–American 
college president and AME bishop, Daniel A. Payne.

Second Presbyterian built Zion Presbyterian, the largest sanctuary 
in the city, for its African–American members in 1849. Zion hosted 
public meetings during Reconstruction. All along, in Angola, priests 
slinging aspergillums baptised coffles boarding the ships.
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Original Transcript from the Library of Congress

Interview with Ann Scott, 
St. Helena Island, South Carolina (Gullah),  June 1932

Ann Scott: [opening incomprehensible, very poor recording until 
one minute sixteen seconds] ??? Collington. The ??? . ??? . ??? . ??? in 
the field. ??? in the right field. ??? . [We offer this ??? here (?)]. [??? open 
and set up (?)]. I ??? . Wish I had ??? . I don't have to ??? they don't 
bother me. I guess they didn't bother me. Bother me. They don't 
bother me. ??? 

My father ??? one portion of ??? . [she delivers a prayer] My former 
father who gave me [hands (?)] for the [distance (?)] to bring me over 
to here. My old father. They all dead before me and still my [drink is 
full (?)]. Then I asked her to talk to me, to pardon and forgive me for 
my sins that I had. [And I say (?)], I know [disc skips] I have 
[problems (?)] ??? you. Call your ??? my father should be ??? for them. 
[When I ask father to forgive me now (?)]. Oh, father I ask that you 
[forgive me (?)].  Hear the change of hope. And I ask you to [save (?)]�  
me. Oh, please be ??? and ??? . And I ask of my father to remember 
the [slave revolts (?)]. Give them better [protection (?)]. Let them 
know that you going ??? [for them (?)]. I asking my people remember 
my people I leave. Oh, give us ??? . Give them [enough knowledge (?)] 
and honesty. Oh, [disc skips] remember the ??? my father whose [disc 
skips] ??? . Oh, bless them ??? . And I ask you to spare the ??? your 
people. Let me get a long ??? . [disc skips] ??? But the one that do the 
[disc skips] ??? my father the same ??? . All I ask them give the Lord to 
Jesus Christ and to all that's out there. [recording gap] ??? . And when 
they don't come, what they do ??? for a man? I never want them 
things but she be with them and she realize. [pause] ??? she 
realize. ??? . [recording gap] ??? that was woman. [recording gap] My 
name. Ann Scott after slavery. Ann Scott from after slavery from St. 
Helena Island, South Carolina. 
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My Transcript

Ann Scott, St. Helena Island, SC. 1932. (Gullah, Turner recording.)

Ann Scott: [very low volume until 1:16sec., when the prayer begins.] Born 
down in Colleton County . . . Your legs open. . . you walk along . . . 
in the rice field. . . [    ] planting in the rice fields . . . leg open . . . in 
the rice field . . .you walk along. We offer this [     ] here . . . open 
and set up .  .  . Wish I had . . . I don't have to . . . It don't bother 
me. They see it ain't bother everybody, and it don't bother me. 
[silence]

[Ms. Scott begins praying] My father. Here's one portion of fault. My 
father; I call my father to gave you thanks for the distance you bring 
me over today. O father. The Lord go before me and spare my 
kingdom place. Then I ask that you so sweet, to pardon and forgive 
me for my sins that I had and that I am thinking. I know [disc skips, 
distorting the sound] I had problems .  . . Call your word . . my father 
to be special for them. And I ask God to forgive me now . . . Oh, 
father I ask that you forgive my sins.

[loud skipping] O father I ask you go before me. Hear the change of 
hope. And I ask you to save me. Oh, please be [  ] and make a way for 
me too. And I ask of my father to remember the cheerful giver. 
(2:15) 

Give them better today. Let them know that you got a sword. I ask 
in my sleep, remember my people I leave. Give them knowledge, 
unlimited knowledge and understanding.  Oh, [skipping] remember 
the sick and the shut–in father, who took your testimony for 
drowning comfort. Oh, bless them to rest in peace. . . And I ask you 
to spare the dangerous places. Let me get along .  .  . But the one that 
do the [skipping]  my father the same [     ].  All I ask them is to 
belong to the Lord Jesus Christ and [to all that's out there]. Clapping.  
Prayer ends.
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And when they don't come, what they do for her man? I never want 
them things but she do them things when she be alive. [     ] she 
realize [ long gap ]  that she own man. [ static ] My name, Ann Scott. 
Thompson Place. Ann Scott, Thompson Place. St. Helena Island, 
South Carolina. 

Ann Scott
Thompson Place
St. Helena Island, South Carolina.
Recorded audio interview. June 27, 1932.
My transcription, November 5–8, 2013.
URL and digital id: [http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.afc/afc9999001.25657b] 

St. Helena Island Residents Leaving Work at an Island Cannery, June 1939. 
Mary Post Wolcott Photo. FSA-LOC.
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Oppression creates two classes of victims, although one class suffers greater 
hardship. But the oppressed must be careful not to overweigh the differences 
or else they follow their oppressors into creating rigid, unyielding views. If 
they do, they split the world in absolutes, each pointing to the other as 
justification.

What sets the oppressed apart is not their struggle, but their relentless 
humanity; not their victory or punishment or insistence on accountability, 
but their restoration of the rich quality of values and acts the oppressor 
destroyed.

This predicament pushes the oppressed to grace, to subdue the self–
interest of judgment by offering to others what they would reclaim. 

Ann Scott prays forgiveness for her “portion of fault.” Her sin isn't 
singular or individual, it's part of a collective separation from a universal 
and eternal providence in which she finds comfort and pledges personal 
adoration as she asks forgiveness.

In Elie Wiesel's “Night,” Moishe the Beadle says to a young Elie Wiesel 
that every question possessed a power that is lost in the answer. The axiom 
holds for acts. An act completed distributes power.

Sometimes, oppression means we only listen and grieve. Those who were 
swept along in its hubris, who showed signs of trying but stumbled, should 
know the mercy of justice and our grief. They are victims by the same system.  
The same mercy must be offered to those that created the conditions, even as 
mercy does not endorse their sin.

Without contradiction or favor, God embraced the needs of the planters 
and the enslaved. God was an all–knowing judge for planter society. For 
enslaved communities, God was an all–wise defender. Planters sought God's 
sanction for their position of command; the enslaved looked to God for 
counsel and comfort. Planters looked for God's witness in their way of life. 
The enslaved witnessed that God “would make a way.” 

Seeking, a centuries old Gullah rite of praying alone in the house or 
woods unveiled God's vision; elders witnessed and confirmed its age–long 
purpose. From a South Carolina WPA narrative:

Back in de house, down on her knees, she'd be a–prayin'. One night she 
say she been down on her knees a–prayin' and that when she got up, she 
looked out the door and there she saw comin' down out the elements a man,
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pure white and shining. He got right before her door, and come and stand 
right to her feet, and say, “Sarah, Sarah, Sarah!”

“Yes, Sir.”
"What is you frettin' bout so?"
"Sir. I'm a stranger here, parted from my husband, with five little chillun 

and not a morsel of bread.”
“You say you're parted from your husband? You're not parted from your 

husband. You're jest over a little slash of water. Suppose you had to undergo 
what I had to. I was nailed to the Cross of Mount Calvary. And here I am 
today. Who do you put your trust in?”

My mother say after dat, everything just flow along, just as easy.

The enslaved knew no victory lies above mercy. It is universal and 
individual, both virtue and union. It cannot be uncoupled from truth. It 
reconciles our own destruction. Its enduring mystery and knowledge are found  
in words of prayer. As Ann Scott asks for “better,” she is also asking for mercy  
to temper her works and passage of spirit and her prayers are blessed.

Spirituals

The enslaved knew God poured out simple gifts. He touched souls to 
inspire hope. Songs were sacred praise. A Texas WPA interview 
declared, “God give us our songs.” 

The enslaved didn't just dream and sing of escape or nostalgic 
return to Africa on chariots “coming to carry me home.” “Way up in 
the sky,” they saw chariots in a beatific vision just like Ezekiel did. 
They knew the joy of an open eternity; a place already “spared” was 
the mansion the enslaved worked on as they sang.

Sterling A. Brown said the spirituals cast a wide net with messages 
and commands at each turn of life. From a call to “steal away” to a 
silence that documented bloody cruelty without a “mumbling word.” 
From the joyful urge to “lay my burdens down” in the tarry service of 
the ring shout to the forest–edge burials where the grieving sung to 
inert remains, “lay down body; lay down a little while.” 
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Freedom and faith gathered in the harvest lament, “Sinner, Please 
Don't Let This Harvest Pass,” its tempo the forceful adagio, 7/8 
meter of the sickle striking five–foot rice stalks. Often the benefits of 
God's grace come in certain seasons, as in the Bethesda pool recalled 
by “Wade In The Water,” or came ad hoc, for “drowning comfort.”

In prayer, Ann Scott and the faithful gathered to receive and 
deliver and memorialize gifts of grace. The good sower reaps the 
harvest of thanksgiving if he or she sows straight. God does not rest 
in the midst of misery, and the faithful profit by faith. A Georgia 
WPA narrative said of trouble: “God didn't let it last always.”

                                        “Draw Lebel”

Gullah is a language, a way of thinking and viewing the world, and 
also the name used to identify the people and communities who 
speak it and share its traditions and outlook. The transcriptions of 
the Library of Congress archived audio, the original and my own, set 
how important cultural framing is to locating its meaning and 
insight, to listening beyond dialect and accent—to “watch that star.”

Ann Scott's prayer combined elements of the Lord's Prayer, the 
23rd Psalm, and intercession. Red highlights mark the differences in 
transcripts. Perhaps her prayer invokes enduring mercy (Psalm 136); 
the rise above malice in Luke 24, or perhaps the dictum of 
Ecclesiastes 7: 7–8: “Oppression makes a wise man mad; its gifts destroy 
the heart. Finishing is better than starting; patience in spirit is better than 
pride.”

Without knowing Gullah's forms, the tape's low volume and 
high noise make capturing the phrases, “portion of fault,” “you got a 
sword,” or Ann Scott's home place, “Thompson Place” (the LOC 
transcribed it “after slavery”), virtually impossible. 

Longer sentences presented a formidable challenge: “The Lord 
go before me and spare my kingdom place” required a working knowledge 
of religion and Gullah enunciation, especially the rise and fall of 
stressed and unstressed syllables.
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Too many studies have “read in” outside values and criticized those 
who put Gullah dynamics at the center of its own story. 
Too little respect, too much intrusion; both neglect the eighth day: 
what the Gullah built within an institution that turned their better 
efforts to the voice within.

“Merci'trust!” the Gullah greeted each other. In thousands of 
voices lost and living, enslaved and free; trust in the mercies of God.
     

Afterword

“Draw Lebel” sung of the work preparing and leveling rice fields, 
reminded all of the need to prepare for Judgment and strengthen 
their character. The chorus told of the “angels coming down,” 
combining work and prayer in the compass of poetry to urge tireless 
effort: “draw, draw, to the break of day.” Gullah prayer and song 
joined heaven and earth to work and faith, across the “separating 
line” of life and death. 

Gullah's secret glory was a single, connected principle: Creation is 
the revelation of living; language a tool of creation.

In her WPA narrative, a 100+ year old Charleston woman shares 
how words of prayer and praise fit her formula:
"All you got to do is live right, you got to live the life. What is the life? Purity.  
What is Purity? Righteousness. What is Righteousness?  To do the right 
thing. Pray and praise. Believe on the delivering Savior. Trust Him. He lead 
you; He show you the way. That all you got to do. Believe—pray—praise.”

Born in Slavery: Slave Narratives from the Federal Writers Project, 1936–1938. LOC.

Sterling A. Brown, Negro Folk Expressions: Spirituals, Seculars, Ballards, and Work 
Songs, http://www.english.illinois.edu/maps/poets/a_f/brown/folkexpression.htm.

Howard Thurman. Meditations of the Heart. Harper & Row, New York: 1953. 

http://www.english.illinois.edu/maps/poets/a_f/brown/folkexpression.htm
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Edited for spelling (except the Gullah “b” for the English “v”), a 
marvelous, outrageous, hilarious Edisto Island WPA allegory of 
temptation and power; divine gifts and forgiveness, and identity.

The Sharpest Ax

“Mike Lawrence was one of Major William Meggett Murray's "fire 
boys" with the specific duty of bringing live coals whenever he 
wanted to light his pipe. The things he tells about happened during 
his childhood.”

“Old John Drayton was the smartest of them all. He work so hard 
sometime Massa just got to stop him or he kill himself. I nebber see such a 
man for work in all he life. Massa think a lot of him 'cause he been a good 
field hand. Besides, he know a lot about cutting wood and building fences. 

What been more, old John play for all the dances on the plantation. He 
fair make the fiddle talk. When Massa gib a dance he always call John. 
Yassa, that man sure could play! When he saw down on the fiddle and pull 
out that tune, “Oh, the Monkey Marry to the Baboon Sister,” he can make 
the parson dance!

One day more then all, Massa Murray send word to Old John that the 
cow break out of the pasture, and he got to mend the fence quick. But Old 
John done promise somebody on Fenwick Island to play for a dance, and he 
steal past and go. That been Friday night. Massa say Old John got to finish 
the fence by sundown the next day.

When Old John ain't show up Saturday morning, Massa ax eb'body 
where he been? All band together and tell Massa they see him lebe in a boat 
to go fish. And they ain't seen Old John since. 

Massa been worry sure 'nough. He think Old John might hab drown. He 
send four men to shoot gun all ober the creek to make John body rise. Later 
that day, they drag the bottom. Massa gone bed with a heaby heart. He been  
fond of Old John.

Old John come back from Fenwick Island early morning, Monday! Before  
day clean [day light/sunrise], he in the woods cutting fence rails. 
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One hundred rails been call a good day's work. But Old John decide he going  
to do better then that. He find five tree close together. He cut piece out ob 
every one. Then he chop at the biggest tree and that tree fall and knock all 
the rest ober with um. When all them tree fall together, it make such a noise 
old Massa hear um in he bed. He get dress so he kin see what ruckus in the 
woods.

Massa saddle he horse and ride 'till he git to the noise. There he see 
Old John cutting like he crazy. Massa been mad sure 'nough, but then he 
glad to see Old John ain't drown. 

He start to say some thing. But Old John sing out: “Go 'way  massa, I  
ain't got time to talk with you now.” Old John grab five maul, go to the five 
tree and drive a maul in every tree; then he grab the iron sledge. Massa see 
Old John run from tree to tree with the sledge and quick as he hit a maul, 
the tree split wide open! 

Massa start to say something, but John won't let him talk. “Go on 
home to missus, massa,” Old John say. “I too shame, great God; I too 
shame! Go on, home.” Massa turn round in he track and go home without a  
word. He see Old John ain't going to gib him no satisfaction 'bout Saturday. 

When he go back in the wood that evening to check up on Old John, 
he find Old John cut five hundred rail! 

                   “O Them been men in them day, I tell you.”

Windows (both pages) in Cape Coast Castle, Accra, Ghana. 
One of the highest volume enslaved exporting factories. 

Damali Rhett photos. July 2013. (She reports palpable anger present.)
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Job 38: 1 -18

Then the Lord answered Job out of the whirlwind: “Who is this that darkens  
counsel by words without knowledge? Gird up your loins like a man, I will 
question you, and you shall declare to me.”

“Where were you when I laid the foundation of the earth? Tell me, if you 
have understanding. Who determined its measurements—surely you know! Or  
who stretched the line upon it? On what were its bases sunk, or who laid its 
cornerstone when the morning stars sang together and all the children of God  
shouted for joy?”

“Or who shut in the sea with doors when it burst out from the womb? 
When I made the clouds its garment, and thick darkness its swaddling band,  
and prescribed bounds for it, and set bars and doors, and said, 'Thus far shall  
you come, and no farther, and here shall your proud waves be stopped?'”

“Have you ever in your life commanded the morning, and shown the 
dawn its place, that it might take hold of the earth by its edges, and the 
wicked be shaken out of it? It is changed like clay under the seal; and they 
stand forth like a garment. From the wicked their light is withheld, and the 
uplifted arm is broken.”

“Have you entered into the springs of the sea, or walked in the recesses of 
the deep? Have the gates of death been revealed to you, or have you seen the 
gates of deep darkness? Have you comprehended the expanse of the earth? 
Declare, if you know all this.”
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